SDG&E: THE CLEAR AND CLEAN CHOICE FOR
SAN DIEGO’S GAS AND ELECTRIC FRANCHISES

SDG&E is the best positioned and most qualified to deliver the clean,
safe and reliable energy that San Diegans depend on.
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SDG&E is helping San Diego achieve its 100%
renewable energy target by 2035, 10 years ahead of
California’s statewide goal

from the sun and wind (nearly 4x the national average)

Committed to building a more sustainable future for the City of San Diego

Steadily evolving
our robust wildfire
mitigation operations

Implementing an
aggressive vehicle
electrification plan

Managing our
natural gas system
to reduce leaks

SDG&E has a proven
track record of promoting
safety and empowering
working families

Innovating our grid
to reduce emissions

Expanding our clean
technology portfolio
with energy storage,
microgrids and
hydrogen

Dedicating ourselves
to environmental
stewardship, including
no coal contracts

Advancing
Zero Emission
Transportation
by expanding EV
charging network

SDG&E is an engaged and proud member
of San Diego’s communities
Supporting hundreds of community-based non-profit organizations in San Diego
and Southern Orange counties whose programs benefit underserved communities
and accomplish the following:

Prioritizing local job growth and
organized labor

4,400
highly-trained and certified
employees who operate and
maintain San Diego’s grid
and are invested members
of the community

Develop environmental
champions who are
informed and engaged in
climate change and clean
transportation solutions

Advance public safety
programs that enhance
emergency preparedness,
response and recovery
plans, and strive for
resilience during
emergencies and disasters

Inspire future leaders and
develop the next generation
of innovative, diverse and
talented members of the
community to drive economic
growth and success

WE LOOK FORWARD TO BUILDING ON OUR PROUD, 140-YEAR RECORD OF PROVIDING
CLEAN, SAFE AND RELIABLE ENERGY TO SAN DIEGO
To learn more about the Franchise Agreements, visit www.PoweringSanDiegosFuture.com

